Computer, E-waste and Electronic Recycling Company Chooses
Orlando for its Headquarters
Southeastern Data Opens New Electronic E-Recycling Center
ORLANDO, Florida (May 2, 2016) – Leading Computer Recycling and IT Asset Management and
company, Southeastern Data (SED) announced the opening of its newest location located at 6855
Presidents Drive, Suite 200, in Orlando, Florida. This new operation is expected to create local jobs
and bring computer and electronics recycling and e-waste disposal from Longwood to the Orlando
area.
Orlando Gets New Computer Recycling and E-Waste Company
“SED is proud to further strengthen the community of Orlando by creating green jobs and providing
a safe, reliable outlet for businesses to recycle computers and other technological devices, as well
as dispose of e-waste,” Michael Stubblebine, President of Southeastern Data said “There were
many other locations we could have chosen for our headquarters but the city of Orlando stood out
as the clear winner. Our goal is to provide Orlando’s businesses and community with a safe way to
dispose of the growing amount of unwanted and unused computers and electronic devices.”
A Safe Way for Orlando Businesses and the Community to Dispose of Unwanted Computers and
Electronics
SED offers its e-recycling service to businesses, educational institutions, retail and manufacturing
facilities, and government organizations. The company also offers IT asset management, data
security, and mobile hard drive shredding services. Plans include using this new location for its
remarketing operations offering refurbished electronics and pre-owned computers for those who
may be in the market.
More Information
“It is an exciting time for Southeastern Data,” said Stubblebine. “The new headquarters allows us to
expand and offer even more of our services to the community of Orlando. That means a safe and
beautiful future for all of us.”
More information and a complete list of accepted items, visit Recycle Computers with Southeastern
Data or call 1-800-810-0432.
About Southeastern Data
Since 1996, Southeastern Data has been a leader in the e-recycling business with locations in
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio, and Indiana. Headquartered in Orlando, Florida, the
company’s services include, computer and electronics recycling, logistics management, data
security, mobile hard-drive shredding, asset management, and remarketing pre-owned computers
and electronics for businesses, government, military, schools and universities, healthcare, and
manufacturing facilities. The ISO 14001-certified company is a Florida and Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)-approved recycler and Authorized Microsoft Refurbisher. It is compliant
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), GRAMS-LECCY, Fairfax
County Federation of Teachers (FCFT), Failure Free Operation (FFO), and follows the Department
of Defense (DOD) and National Institute of Standards Technology (NIST) guidelines for data
security. Learn more at https://SoutheasternData.com
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Contact Information
For more information contact Tiffini of Southeastern Data (http://https://southeasterndata.com)
727-512-9112
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